Similarly to the complex matrix model, the rainbow tensor models are superintegrable in the sense that arbitrary Gaussian correlators are explicitly expressed through the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. We introduce associated (Ooguri-Vafa type) partition functions and describe their W -representations. We also discuss their integrability properties, which can be further improved by better adjusting the way the partition function is defined. This is a new avatar of the old unresolved problem with non-Abelian integrability concerning a clever choice of the partition function. This is a part of the long-standing problem to define a non-Abelian lift of integrability from the fundamental to generic representation families of arbitrary Lie algebras.
Introduction. For Gaussian measures, it is possible to find an explicit full basis of gauge invariant observables, which have factorized averages and can be written in the form of explicit rational functions of matrix size [1] . This means that matrix models are not just integrable, i.e. expressed through distinguished, still transcendental τ -functions [2] [3] [4] , but super-integrable like particles moving in especially nice potentials, say, in oscillator or Coulomb ones. This special basis is actually formed by "characters", which are the Schur or Macdonald polynomials [5] (in the case of q, t-deformed models [6] ). A similar property persists for logarithmic (hypergeometric) measures [7] when Selberg integrals convert the generalized Macdonald polynomials [8] into factorized Nekrasov functions [9] , this fact is used in the conformal matrix model [10] proof [11] of the AGT relations [12] .
In this letter, we explain what happens in still another generalization: from matrices to tensors [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . As explained in [18] , in this case of Gaussian measure, there is a large kernel, still the rainbow tensor models [19] remain super-integrable in the sense that beyond the kernel one can still find an explicit basis with nicely factorized and explicitly calculable averages.
This poses a further question of what super-integrability in the above sense implies for the ordinary integrability. The latter is usually seen at two levels: as an infinite set of linear Ward identities (Virasoro-like constraints) [20] and as a set of bilinear Hirota-like equations [21] . In the both cases, one needs an additional input, an appropriately defined generating function [22] of averages, which is then identified as a τ -function subject to an additional string/Painleve constraint (this peculiar class is called "matrix-model τ -functions) [?, [23] [24] [25] [26] . A natural choice of partition function for the correlators of characters are Cauchy sums with weights which are also characters, in physical literature they are also known as Ooguri-Vafa partition functions (since they were used in the widely known paper [27] ). We demonstrate that, in the tensor case, these Ooguri-Vafa partition functions have rich, still limited integrability properties, which can stimulate a new attention to [22] and a search for a somewhat better prescription for making the generating functions.
Gaussian tensor models. The Gaussian tensor model is a model of complex r-tensors M a 1 ,...a r with the Gaussian action S := Tr M a 1 ,...a rM a 1 ,...a r (1) i.e. the averages in this model are given by
The gauge invariant operators at the level n in any (not obligatory Gaussian) tensor model are the tensorial counterparts of "multi-trace" operators
. . . 
where σ m are elements of the permutation group S n . Note that the operators K are invariant w.r.t. simultaneous multiplying all σ i by an arbitrary element γ of the symmetric group: σ i → σ i • γ. This allows one to consider only K (n)
id,σ2,...,σr without any loss of generality. Even after this, there is still an invariance w.r.t. simultaneous conjugation of all σ i by an arbitrary element ζ of the symmetric group:
There is also a distinguished set of operators, which were called generalized characters in [18] that are defined as
where R i are the Young diagrams (partitions), and ψ R (σ) is a character of symmetric group S n that actually depends only on the conjugacy class of σ. These generalized characters do not form a full basis in the space of all gauge invariant operators, but they form a over-complete basis in the space of all gauge invariant operators with non-vanishing Gaussian averages.
In the case of r = 2, i.e. in the case of matrix model, the generalized characters reduce to the ordinary characters of the linear group [18] , Partition function. Since the generalized characters form a basis in the space of all gauge invariant operators with non-vanishing Gaussian averages, it is natural to choose as the generating function of all correlators the sum
In the simplest case of the matrix model r = 2, one would have to consider
However, as we emphasize above, the basis of the generalized characters is over-complete. In this simplest case, the redundant contributions can be easily removed by considering p (2) = δ 1,k , with d R := χ R {p k = δ 1,k }:
where [σ] denotes the cycle type of the permutation σ and ∆[σ] the corresponding conjugacy class (which consists of n! z∆ elements). We use the following notation: for the Young diagram ∆ = {δ 1 ≥ δ 2 ≥ . . . δ l∆ > 0} = {1 m1 , 2 m2 , . . .}, the symmetry factor is defined z ∆ := i m i ! · i mi , and p ∆ is a monomial p ∆ ≡ p δ1 p δ2 . . . p δ l . We also used that K σ,id depends only on the conjugacy class of σ and the formulas [28] 
Formula (8) is the standard generating function of correlators in the matrix model case,
In the generic tensor model, there is no simple way to remove the redundancy. For instance, in the r = 3 case, consider
Since the time variables depends only on two conjugacy classes, [σ 1 ] and [σ 2 ], and the operator K σ1,σ2,id generically depends not only on these two classes, this partition function is not enough, and one has to consider the complete partition function Z 3 {p (i) }, (6), which depends on three sets of time variables.
Complete solution to the Gaussian tensor model. The averages of these generalized characters are equal to [29] 
where D R (N ) is the dimension of the linear group, D R (N ) = χ R {p k = N }, and
In the case of r = 3, C R1,R2,R3 are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the three irreducible representations R 1 , R 2 , R 3 of the symmetric group. Note that
and one can finally write down the complete solution to the Gaussian tensor model, that is, the explicit formula for the partition function (6):
Note that, when the last product in (15) is constant (for instance, at all N m large), this function is equal to [18] Z r {p (i) } ∼ R1,...,Rr
Here we used a generalization of the Cauchy formula to multi-linear sums of characters [18] . It gives a trivial τ -function of the KP hierarchy w.r.t. to any of the sets of times p k /k.
Integrability. In order for a linear combination of the Schur functions,
to be a τ -function of the KP hierarchy, the expansion coefficients w R have to satisfy the so called Plücker relations [30, 31] , which are best written in terms of the Frobenius variables describing the Young diagram R (the first row is the horizontal leg lengths of hooks, and the second row is the vertical leg lengths of the corresponding hooks):
The first few relations in the explicit form are
Now note that any exponential linear in times, exp k a k p k is a trivial τ -function of the KP hierarchy, because it can be expanded using the Cauchy formula into the bilinear combination (17) 
is a (trivial) KP τ -function with respect to any of times p k /k. For the definiteness, we distinguish the first set of times, p
k and consider further integrability with respect to this set of times. Then, the Plücker coordinates are
Now note that any function w R that satisfies the Plücker relations can be multiplied
by an arbitrary function f (x) and still continues to satisfy the Plücker relations [32] : these latter are invariant with respect to this operation. This means that one can multiply (20) by
and, due to (14) , it still will be a τ -function:
Unfortunately, it will be no longer a τ -function after further multiplying the summand in (20) by
and, hence, (6),
is not a τ -function of the KP hierarchy. It becomes such only if one restricts all the sets of time variables with i = 2, . . . , r: p (i) k = δ 1,k , since then (24) is just
Thus, we obtain that
are KP τ -functions w.r.t. the time variables p (1) k /k, In the case of r = 2, it is sufficient to consider only this restricted set in order to generate all operators in the model, as we explained in (8) .
Unfortunately, in the tensor case, one can generate this way only a restricted set of necessary operators (those having non-vanishing Gaussian average). For instance, in the case of r = 3,
where the product and the trace are understood here in the ordinary matrix sense for the matrices M ,M with the first index being the usual matrix index, while the second and the third indices being combined into a single multi-index. This also follows from the formula 1
and (26) . The generalization to other r is evident, with just last r − 1 indices united into a multi-index. Unfortunately, the class of operators K σ,id,...,id is too small to generate all non-vanishing Gaussian averages in the tensor model with r > 2.
Note also that, at r = 2, one can form a partition function that depends on two sets of times, which is a τ -function of the KP hierarchy
In fact, it is a τ -function of the Toda chain hierarchy.
= N 2 and further expanding the r.h.s. of (16) into the sum over χ R {p (1) k } using the ordinary Cauchy formula.
Unfortunately, Z r {p (1) k , p
k } is not a KP τ -function already in the case of r = 3,
though such a partition function is anyway still not a generating function of all correlators with non-vanishing Gaussian averages, in accordance with (11) . However, (11) is already not reduced to a complex matrix model with some parameters N 1 and N 2 and, hence, is an interesting pattern to check integrability.
W -representation of tensor models. Note that one now construct a W -representation for the tensor model partition function (6) . Indeed, let us note that if one constructs an operatorÔ(N ) with the propertŷ
one can immediately obtain the partition function (6) acting with such operators on the generalized Cauchy formula (with using (15)):
where the subscript m ofÔ m (N ) means that this operator acts on the variables p (m) k . In fact, such an operatorÔ(N ) has been constructed in [33] , and is of the form
where sum goes over all diagrams containing no lines of unit length (we denote this restriction by prime) and the differential operators (in p k )Ŵ ∆ are the standard generalized cut-and-join operators of [34] 
acts on functions of the time variables p k = Tr M k . The normal ordering in (34) implies that all the derivatives ∂ M stand to the right of all M . Since W ∆ are gauge invariant matrix operators, and we apply them only to gauge invariants, they can be realized as differential operators in p k [34] . It follows from (31) that the operatorÔ(u) preserves unity,Ô(u) · 1 = 1, which implies the relation
using composition • instead of action of operators, i.e. exp is treated not as a function, but as an operator of multiplication. The differential operator (in p (i) k )Ŵ(N 1 , ..., N r ) defining the W -representation of the tensor model can be calculated similar to [33] , where it was calculated in the matrix model case.
The operatorÔ 1 (N ) is an element of GL(∞) [33] , and, hence, it gives rise to a Bäcklund transformation: it maps a solution to the KP hierarchy to another solution. In particular, acting on exp k r m=1 p (m) k k , which is a trivial τ -function still gives rise to a τ -function w.r.t. p (1) k . Thus, we confirm that τ 0 {p (1) k , . . . , p (r) k } in (22) is a τ -function. However, it is no longer a τ -function w.r.t. to other sets of time variables: applyingÔ(N ) destroys integrability w.r.t. to all other times. Hence, despite the product ofÔ i (N i ) at distinct i belongs to the tensor product of a few GL(∞), (32) is no longer a τ -function.
Conclusion.
To conclude, we explained how superintegrability of the Gaussian matrix models is lifted to the tensor level and discussed integrability properties of associated Ooguri-Vafa partition functions. Virasorolike constraints are left beyond the scope of this letter, because the limited integrability which we discussed is already enough to demonstrate the need for a better choice of partition function and appeals for reexamining the longstanding problem of non-Abelian integrability raised in [22] .
